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ABSTRACT 
 
Many physical and algorithmic swarms utilize inter-agent communication to 
achieve advanced swarming behaviors. These swarms are inspired by biological swarms 
that can be seen throughout nature and include bee swarms, ant colonies, fish schools, 
and bird flocks. These biological swarms do not utilize inter-agent communication like 
their physical and algorithmic counterparts. Instead, organisms in nature rely on a local 
awareness of other swarm members that facilitates proper swarm motion and behavior. 
This research aims to pursue an effective swarm algorithm using only line-of-sight 
proximity information and no inter-agent communication. It is expected that the swarm 
performance will be lower than that of a swarm utilizing inter-agent communication. 
Various sensors were studied and considered for this project but infrared sensors 
were ultimately selected. These sensors were then modeled in software using a neural 
network in order to calculate the minimum number of infrared transmitters and receivers 
necessary for each agent while still ensuring the proper functionality of the swarm. A 
physical swarm was designed and constructed using the selected number and type of 
infrared sensors, DC stepper motors, a 16-bit microprocessor, and additional infrared 
proximity sensors. The performance of the physical robots was compared to the 
performance of the simulated robots under similar conditions. It was observed that the 
physical and simulated swarms performed similarly and that swarm behavior with no 
inter-agent communication was successfully achieved.
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CHAPTER 1: 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Algorithms that can efficiently solve non-deterministic polynomial-time (NP) 
problems have been of monumental interest to scientists, mathematicians, and researchers 
for decades. Problems belonging to the class NP range from a simple game of chess, to 
advanced DNA sequencing, to stock market analysis and prediction, to multi-dimensional 
task scheduling. These complex problems, called NP-Hard problems, cannot be solved in 
polynomial time by any algorithm currently known today and consequently do not belong 
to the class P. The complication lies within the nature of local minima that arise in 
problems containing multiple “good” solutions. For example, if the solutions of a given 
problem were each given values according to the cost of that solution, these solutions 
could be plotted on a graph. The resulting curve would have various peaks and valleys 
since some solutions to a problem may be better than other solutions and therefore have a 
lower cost associated with them. The peaks, local maxima, represent the solutions to the 
problem that have the highest cost in that local vicinity of solutions. In contrast, the 
valleys, local minima, represent the solutions that have the lowest cost in that local 
vicinity of solutions. Ultimately, using this system, the optimal solution to every problem 
in the universe of inputs is its global minimum. Some global minima are easy to find (i.e. 
a game of Tic-Tac-Toe) while others are extremely difficult (i.e. a game of chess). The 
difficulty results from algorithms getting trapped in local minima. Algorithms such as  
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Figure 1.1: The cost of each solution of a given problem can be graphed. The lowest 
point on the curve (the global minimum) represents the solution with the lowest cost 
which is, by definition, the optimal solution to the problem. Without being able to know 
the solutions that exist beyond a given location, algorithms can get trapped in local 
minima. 
 
Gradient Descent or Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms will progressively move 
“downhill” towards solutions with decreasing cost. However, once an algorithm reaches a 
local minimum, it can no longer take a step in either direction that results in a lower cost. 
Stepping forward or backward will result in moving uphill and therefore return a solution 
with higher cost than the current solution. At this point, these algorithms will terminate 
and return this solution as the best result found. 
Problems associated with local minima can vary greatly from algorithms 
terminating prematurely and returning sub-optimal solutions, to physical robots getting 
trapped in a situation where the optimal path in an environment cannot be seen or 
realized from the robot’s current position although one does exist. Local minima 
essentially “confuse” many algorithms that are not designed to handle large solution sets. 
Until it is proven that P = NP, which would consequently prove that any solution that can 
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be validated in polynomial time can also be calculated in polynomial time, these 
challenges will continually demand the need for more advanced algorithms. 
NP-Hard problems are not exclusively seen in computational, theoretical, and 
mathematical problems. Nature is filled with NP-Hard problems and yet the simplest 
organisms are capable of efficiently solving them. For example, designing a complex 
hive that must birth larvae, feed the larvae, store the larvae in perfectly-heated areas, 
maintain the health of the hive, defend the hive from intruders, and relocate the entire 
hive when it is destroyed or out-grown, is a multi-dimensional extremely complex 
problem. Yet nature answers this call for a complex solution with a simple organism: the 
honey bee. Honey bees are able to carry out these critical tasks while maintaining the 
health, safety, and population of their hive by using incredible communication and 
swarming techniques. Scientists such as Pham et al. [16, 17], Wen et al. [21], and Xu et 
al. [23], have consequently developed algorithms that can efficiently solve various NP-
Hard problems by modeling the behavior of these bees in software. 
As amazingly intricate as their behavior may be, honey bees are not the only 
organisms on the planet that use sophisticated communication and swarming behaviors to 
accomplish complex tasks with a simple set of rules. Ants must somehow find food out in 
their enormous environments and communicate to other ants the position of the food 
source. However, if every ant left the colony in search of food, the colony would collapse 
or be exterminated by invaders. By laying down pheromones that vary with the quality of 
the food source they find, ants are able to create a perfect balance between foragers, 
workers, and soldiers. Such a complex community of team-driven organisms is only 
managed by a small set of basic rules that every ant strictly adheres to. As with bee 
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swarms, scientists have studied ant colonies for decades in an effort to develop several 
algorithms that solve various NP-Hard problems more efficiently and effectively than 
previous algorithms, as seen in the works of Preve [18], Moeini and Afshar [13], Aluysiu 
and Rajakumar [6], and Weihui et al. [4]. 
There are numerous additional examples of biological swarms in nature solving 
complex problems with simple decentralized swarm intelligence. Carefully studying 
these biological swarms has led to the development of many swarm algorithms and 
physical networks of machines that exhibit swarm behaviors. In each of these algorithmic 
and physical swarms, inter-agent communication is greatly utilized for the proper 
function of the swarm although this is not present in many biological swarms. For 
example, in order to properly school in an effort to survive predator attacks, fish have a 
lateral line nerve, explained further in [12] and [14], that runs down the length of their 
bodies that enables them to detect changes in water pressure. The slightest change in 
pressure causes a reflex that propels the fish in the opposite direction. This enables them 
to stay near each other, without colliding with one another, and without getting too close 
to a predator. The fish do not know the exact location of every other fish in the swarm; 
they only have a local awareness of other fish in their immediate vicinity and respond 
only to the fish immediately surrounding them. 
For these reasons, this research aims to eliminate this inter-agent communication 
and adequately achieve swarm behavior with only a limited, localized awareness of 
swarm agents as observed in biological swarms. It is expected that the performance of 
this swarm will be lower than that of most physical swarms in use today that utilize this 
inter-agent communication. Proximity sensors are first selected, modeled, and analyzed 
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in software to allow for this localized agent awareness. An application is then developed 
to simulate the swarm using these sensors, and a physical swarm is subsequently 
designed and constructed. Obtained results show the successful attraction and repulsion 
behavior in the swarm with no inter-agent communication and only limited local agent 
awareness.  
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CHAPTER 2: 
BACKGROUND 
 
Swarm intelligence is defined by Bonabeau  et al. in [2] as “any attempt to design 
algorithms or distributed problem-solving devices inspired by the collective behavior of 
social insect colonies and other animal societies” . The fundamental principle behind all 
swarms is that a large number of relatively simple organisms are able to collectively 
solve incredibly complex problems. Swarming involves three individual dynamics: 
attraction to a nutrient source or goal, repulsion from obtrusive obstacles, and attraction 
to other organisms within the swarm. Together, these combined characteristics create a 
swarming behavior that is seen throughout nature in biological swarms, replicated 
digitally in swarm algorithms, and physically constructed in physical swarms. 
 
2.1 Biological Swarms 
Examples of swarms found in nature are as abundant as they are intricate. Some 
swarms are encountered every day in the common household while others reside in deep, 
dark caves at the far reaches of the earth. Some can be seen for miles while others can 
only be seen with a microscope. Regardless of the size, shape, population, or location of 
the swarms, they all share one common property: they are all examples of amazingly 
complex behaviors emerging from simple organisms. 
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Honey bees, for example, display a high degree of complex coordination when 
swarming from one location to another. Yet upon detailed inspection, it has been 
discovered that the majority of the bees in the swarm fly in complete random directions 
while only the top half or top third of the swarm actually fly in the correct direction as 
shown in Figure 2.1. These top-layer bees travel at higher velocities than the rest of the 
swarm, causing an attractive reaction among the remaining bees in the swarm [1, 19]. 
This attraction guides the general body of the swarm in the appropriate direction. 
Krill swarms are another interesting example of biological swarms. While only 
typically 2cm long at most, krill can quickly form the largest swarms observed on earth. 
These massive swarms can reach lengths of several miles and consist of trillions of krill. 
They additionally provide a defensive shield against predators and can be more energy 
efficient than small swarms in an effort to stimulate more rapid growth of juvenile krill. 
Adult krill must exert more energy to swim and therefore require more food. This makes 
large superswarms less than ideal for adults since a larger concentration of krill means 
more competition for food. Knox explains [10] how, by progressively dispersing with 
age, krill become more susceptible to predators as adults, and remain protected as 
juveniles thus maintaining a global population balance. 
Myxobacteria are a family of bacteria capable of moving in swarms to promote 
bacterial growth. The bacteria glide across solid surfaces while secreting tracks of slime 
for other cells to grow in. When another cell enters the slime track, it will typically turn 
to follow the slime trail. In this way, bacterial colonies attract other bacterial colonies and 
combine to form large swarms as shown in Figure 2.1. If a cell threatens to collide with  
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Figure 2.1: Direction of honey bee flight while swarming (top left). A small krill swarm 
(top right). An enormous swarm of myxobacteria is depicted along a shoreline (bottom 
left). A flock of birds is seen forming in the sky (bottom right). 
 
another nearby cell, the colliding cell tends to bend and orient itself parallel to the other 
cell as explained by Wu et al. in [22, 24, 25]. These two adjacent groups of cells will 
often slide past each other and will not attract each other. In this way, these bacterial 
colonies attract each other without colliding with or crowding each other.  
There are numerous additional examples of biological swarms. These swarms 
have intrigued scientists for decades and have led to the development of swarm 
algorithms and physical swarms that attempt to solve various complex problems. 
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Applications from search and rescue [7] to curing cancer [5, 11] have been explored and 
improved with the usages of these seemingly intelligent, yet intrinsically simple swarm 
systems. 
 
2.2 Swarm Algorithms 
Swarm algorithms attempt to capture the behavior of various biological swarms in 
software and use this behavior to solve complex scientific problems. These problems can 
range from areas in physics, to chemistry, to meteorology, to neurology, and even to 
oncology. Consequently, swarm algorithms are used daily in hospitals, factories, and 
laboratories around the world. 
Grid computing and cloud computing are common applications where swarm 
algorithms are used [18, 26, 27]. They must often schedule a large multitude of tasks, 
manage an immense amount of resources and information, and provide security for a 
large amount of transactions. The task scheduling for these large systems is an NP-Hard 
problem and therefore cannot be solved by any algorithm in polynomial time. Particle 
swarm optimization (PSO) is a biologically-inspired implementation of a swarm 
algorithm that is capable of calculating an optimal task schedule for grid computing with 
minimal algorithm parameters. Using PSO can reduce the average running time of 
scheduled tasks in a system and increase the availability of system resources [9, 18]. 
PSO algorithms are additionally used in stock market decision-making [15], 
financial credit-risk assessment [3], and complex financial model optimization [20]. 
These algorithms help to isolate the best solutions to a given multi-dimensional financial 
problem more efficiently than alternative algorithms. Additional swarm algorithms used 
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for various financial applications include the Ant Colony System Algorithm [4, 6, 13], 
and Bees Algorithm [16, 17, 21], both of which were modeled after biological swarms 
observed throughout nature.  
2.3 Physical Swarms 
Physical swarms come in thousands of variations, each with different goals, 
designs, and constraints. From small robots that can navigate your bedroom, to swarms of 
fully weaponized fighter aircraft, physical swarms are found in a wide range of 
applications. These applications include search-and-rescue missions [7], reconnaissance 
missions, extraplanetary exploration, and even surgical procedures [5, 11]. In each of 
these swarm implementations, inter-agent communication is paramount to allow for the 
proper formation and coordination of the swarms. 
In 2001, the Future and Emerging Technologies program within the European 
Commission developed Swarm-bots, a system comprised of three different types of 
robots that work together as a unified team in an effort to advance the study of self-
organizing and self-assembling swarm design and implementation. The swarm was later 
expanded in 2006 to the Swarmanoid project. The swarm consists of three types of 
robots: hand-bots, foot-bots, and eye-bots. The hand-bots are capable of climbing and 
gripping objects while the foot-bots can connect to hand-bots and transport them to 
various locations. The eye-bots fly overhead and map the environment, providing 
navigational feedback to the foot-bots. The swarm is able to navigate the various 
hallways and rooms of a building, locate a book on a shelf, guide a hand-bot from a 
separate room to the discovered location, and successfully climb and retrieve the book.  
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Figure 2.2: Three foot-bots connected to one hand-bot from the Swarmanoid project 
(left). Several AUEs are shown in simulation floating in the ocean below the surface 
(right). 
 
The robots use radio waves to wirelessly transmit and communicate position and 
orientation information to each other within the swarm. This information is transmitted at 
the rate of one 10-byte message per 0.1 seconds with maximum range of 3m. This 
message is propagated throughout the swarm until every robot receives it. Although the 
Swarmanoid project ended in 2010, its concept can be used to aid in search-and-rescue 
missions and dangerous jobs where humans risk their health and safety. 
The Jaffe Laboratory at UC San Diego is developing a swarm of Autonomous 
Underwater Explorers (AUEs) to help explore and measure various aspects of the ocean. 
Currently, moorings, satellite analysis, and water samples are used to give either temporal 
or spatial resolution. Unfortunately, these methods are costly and often provide 
insufficient data. The AUE swarm is being developed to alleviate this problem by 
12 
 
providing a sophisticated way of collecting a large variety of data with minimal cost. The 
swarm will ideally be able to analyze underwater circulation and current patterns in the 
ocean, study the various characteristics of planktonic communities, and accurately 
monitor the effects of pollution due to oil spills or sewage drains. While these AUEs will 
not move like a coordinated swarm of fish, they will keep constant inter-agent 
communication via a wireless ad hoc network and use their collective data to gain 
intelligence about their local surroundings. This data will then be communicated back to 
receptive computers onshore or onboard a ship that can display and graph the information 
for researchers. Each drone in the swarm will be fully aware of the location and 
orientation of every other drone in the swarm via GPS trackers and acoustic signals. 
The Swarming Micro Air Vehicle Network (SMAVNET) project, in development 
at the Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne (EPFL) in Switzerland, is focusing on 
 
Figure 2.3: A UAV from the SMAVNET project with main components labeled. 
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developing aerial swarm robots that will form a communication network in the sky for 
rescuers overhead disaster areas. These unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) are lightweight 
(14.8oz), can fly for a duration of up to 30 minutes, and come equipped with a gyroscope, 
two pressure sensors, a USB Wi-Fi dongle capable of transmitting position information at 
5GHz to other UAVs, and a GPS transponder. The UAVs mimic the foraging behavior of 
ants which lay down pheromones to mark paths that lead to sources of food. Instead of 
using proximity sensors for localization, the robots gradually unfold the swarm, leaving 
individual robots stationary along the way to mark the path like breadcrumbs. The UAVs 
use wireless inter-agent communication to keep a record of the position of each robot in 
the swarm in real time. 
In 2009, EPORO robot cars were developed by Nissan in an attempt to improve 
modern transportation methods. The robot swarm, modeled after a school of fish, was 
designed to collapse in narrow passages and expand in wide passages, all while staying 
clustered together and maneuvering to avoid obstacle collision. The robots use a laser 
range finder to mimic the reflexive lateral line nerve that runs down the body of a 
swarming fish, allowing for the detection of water pressure changes. This range finder 
allows the robots to prevent collision with adjacent obstacles while still maintaining near 
proximity in an effort to preserve clustering. The robots additionally utilize Ultra Wide-
Band (UWB) technology to communicate position information between robots. Nissan 
hopes this research will prevent vehicle collisions on the road while providing a safe and 
efficient method of travel. 
These are a few of the many swarm projects that are impacting the ways in which 
scientists solve complex problems. Whether biological, algorithmic, or physical, swarms 
14 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4: A swarm of EPORO robots (top) and the formations they are capable of 
producing in different environments (bottom). 
 
can teach researchers new innovative ways to efficiently analyze, understand, and 
potentially solve NP-Hard problems in unprecedented ways. While powerful in concept, 
algorithmic and physical swarms often differ from biological swarms in two important 
areas: communication and awareness. Biological swarm members do not have an 
omniscient global awareness of the positions and orientations of every other member in 
the swarm. These organisms in nature use a very local vicinity awareness of their 
environment to make decisions. For example, the mechanism that allows fish to swarm is 
a simple muscle reflex caused by detected water pressure differences around the body of 
the fish. This is how movements in a swarm are able to take place at lightning speeds. 
Birds can only see and hear nearby birds and adjust their position in a flock appropriately. 
They do not know exactly where every single other bird is located in the flock. In 
15 
 
contrast, algorithmic and physical swarms always utilize inter-agent communication to 
improve the performance of the swarm. This research aims to eliminate inter-agent 
communication and global spatial awareness while still achieving functional swarm 
behavior. 
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CHAPTER 3: 
SENSOR OPTIMIZATION 
 
Before a swarm can be realized, a method of acquiring position information from 
agents without direct communication is needed. A local awareness of agents can be 
achieved using sensors capable of measuring proximity. Although this does not give each 
agent a global view of the entire swarm, swarms in nature have been shown to be 
effective with only a limited local awareness of surrounding agents. 
3.1 Sensors 
There are many different types of sensors capable of measuring proximity at 
various ranges. Laser, sonar, infrared, ultraviolet, visible light, and audio sensors were 
among those considered for this research and are individually explored herein. 
Long-range military-grade laser rangefinders can have ranges that can detect 
obstacles up to 25km away (Newcon LRB25000 Long Range Laser Range Finder). 
Common short-range laser rangefinders are typically designed for sports activities such 
as archery and have ranges up to a few hundred meters. Although a small variety of laser 
sensors, such as the OD2-N30W04A0 by SICK, can detect obstacles as close as 3cm 
away, they are typically expensive and large in physical size (i.e. 5cm x 6cm x 2cm). 
Fitting a large number of these sensors onto a swarm of robots would consequently prove 
difficult with these characteristics. 
17 
 
Although usually several orders of magnitude less expensive than laser 
rangefinders, sonar rangefinders generally have dead zones near the sensor and are 
subject to noise and signal scattering depending on the medium through which the sonar 
signal is transmitted and the obstacles that are present. Sonar rangefinders that have a 
range of only 2cm up to 3m, such as the Parallax Ping Ultrasonic Sensor, can be easily 
acquired. They can be significantly smaller in physical size than laser rangefinders (i.e. 
2cm x 4cm x 1cm) but still require more space than other sensors such as infrared LEDs. 
There are not many small ultraviolet sensors capable of being easily mounted on a 
robotic system. However, the UV Tron by Hamamatsu Photonics does offer one such 
package capable of detecting ultraviolet waves up to 5m away from its small bulb. The 
bulb, used primarily for detecting the ultraviolet waves emitted by open flame, has a very 
wide view angle of approximately 60°. Unfortunately, ultraviolet light can easily scatter 
and therefore be detected by sensors facing away from the originating source. This would 
reduce the effect of line-of-sight perception and thereby change the overall behavior of 
the swarm. The cost of the UV Tron package is also approximately triple that of a typical 
sonar sensor. 
 
Figure 3.1: Various sensors that are used to detect an obstacle’s proximity. Shown here 
in order is the OD2-P300W200I0 laser rangefinder by SICK, the Parallax Ping sonar 
sensor, the UV Tron ultraviolet light detector, the Nano-Mic by Hobby Wireless, and the 
LTE-302 and LTR-301 by Lite-On Electronics. 
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Perhaps the least expensive and easiest approach to transmitting a signal from a 
robot is to simply mount several light bulbs around its perimeter. Light bulbs come in 
thousands of different shapes, sizes, frequencies, and styles ranging from incandescent to 
CFL to LED. Unfortunately, visible light is present in almost every environment and 
would result in a very high degree of interference on the system. Specific colors could be 
used to minimize interference, but since white light contains every color and is the most 
common form of visible light, the swarm would only be operational in very dark 
environments. 
Audio sensors (microphones) such as the Nano Microphone by Hobby Wireless 
can be inexpensive, quite small (1cm x 0.5cm), and can detect frequencies ranging from 
20Hz to 10KHz. Although the microphones could be tuned in software to only detect a 
specific audio frequency, everything in an environment that causes vibration could 
potentially lead to interference. The swarm would therefore only be operational in very 
quiet environments. It has also been reported that these ultra-small microphones pick up 
mostly wind unless the original sound is very clear and loud. Since sound amplitude 
decreases exponentially as distance increases, robots in the swarm would have to emit 
extremely loud, low-frequency signals that can travel long distances before becoming 
undetectable. Audio signal can also be detected through walls and obstacles, altering the 
line-of-sight perception within the swarm. 
Infrared sensors were chosen for this research because of their desirable range 
(i.e. 0cm to 30cm), extremely low cost, and relatively low interference possibilities. 
Many small LED infrared sensors can easily be mounted to the perimeter of each robot.  
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Figure 3.2: Varying angular displacements from different infrared transmitters. Shown 
here in order is the angular displacement of the IR26-21C/L110/TR8 by Everlight, the 
LTE-302 by Lite-On Electronics, and the IR25-21C/TR8 by Everlight. These transmitters 
have view angles of 10°, 40°, and 160°, respectively. 
 
Interference would have to be emitted from a nearby infrared source within the 
specific wavelength range that is detectable by the selected infrared receivers. 
Fluorescent light can often emit infrared waves and interfere with the infrared sensors, 
but this can be easily avoided by using other forms of overhead light. 
There is a very wide variety of infrared sensors available, each with different 
ranges, wavelengths, and view angles. The infrared transmitter selected for this research 
was the LTE-302 from Lite-On Electronics. Its counterpart, the LTR-301, was 
subsequently selected as the infrared receiver. These two sensors are sold in a package 
due to their identical physical dimensions and signal frequency of 940nm. These sensors 
were selected for their desirable size (4.4mm x 5.7mm x 1.5mm), range (0cm to 30cm), 
and compatible signal frequency. Infrared transmitters can emit signals with view angles 
ranging anywhere from 10° to 160°. The view angle affects the strength of the detected 
signal when transmitted at an angle from the receiver. As shown in Figure 3.2, the view 
angles for the LTE-302 and the LTR-301 are 40°. While this is neither the widest nor 
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narrowest view angle infrared sensors can have, it provides a view angle more similar to 
the average view angle most commonly found in infrared sensors. 
3.2 Collected Data 
Before it is possible to simulate a robotic swarm and study its behavior, the 
sensors used must first be modeled in software. To achieve this, infrared receiver 
readings must be collected at carefully measured distances and angles from the 
transmitter. These readings were taken in a laboratory environment with the infrared 
receiver’s position and angle held constant. The infrared transmitter was then placed at 
carefully measured distances from the receiver and rotated in various directions.  
Figure 3.3 shows the positions and angles at which the transmitter was placed 
during this data collection. Readings were taken by first moving the transmitter away 
from the receiver in 3cm increments in a straight line. At each position, five readings 
were taken each with a different angle alpha between the receiver and transmitter. Once 
the distance of the transmitter exceeded 20cm from the receiver, the process was repeated 
after rotating the entire line of positions by an angle theta. Readings were taken for theta 
angles of 0°, 15°, 30°, and 45° and alpha angles of -90°, -45°, 0°, 45°, and 90° at 29 
positions (including at distance = 0cm for each theta) for a total of 145 readings. The 
collected data was averaged across three different readings to account for slight noise 
changes and human error. The data was then mirrored across the Y axis to produce the 
final geometry shown in Figure 3.4. 
The data graphed in Figure 3.4 shows the bowl-shaped geometry of the 
relationship between the infrared transmitter and receiver. This shape suggests an 
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Figure 3.3: Data was collected by placing the infrared transmitter in carefully oriented 
positions according to alpha and theta angles as shown. 
 
exponential relationship between the theta angle, alpha angle, and distance at which the 
transmitter was detected. Consequently, as the distance, absolute value of alpha, or 
absolute value of theta increases, the infrared signal decreases exponentially. These 
relationships are expected and result from the physical properties of light described by  
            
 
         
 (3.1) 
 
which conforms to the inverse-square law stating that the detected intensity of light 
decays exponentially with increased distance. 
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Figure 3.4: The bowl-shaped geometry of the collected infrared receiver data shows the 
exponential relationships between the alpha angle, theta angle, and distance to the 
infrared transmitter. 
 
3.3 Neural Network 
Once the infrared sensor data was collected, a neural network was used to 
approximate the final infrared receiver function. Many neural networks were originally 
constructed, each with a different number of neurons in the hidden layer. Ultimately, a 
neural network with minimal neurons in the hidden layer, but a still well-defined bowl-
shaped geometry, was desired and obtained with 10 neurons in the hidden layer as shown 
in Figure 3.5. With the selected infrared sensors modeled in software using the generated 
neural network, a swarm simulator could be constructed to allow for swarm behavior 
analysis. Chapter 4 herein explains the developed simulator in greater detail. 
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Figure 3.5: The bowl-shaped geometry of the infrared receiver data after being 
approximated using a neural network with 10 neurons in the hidden layer. 
 
This research aims to minimize the number of infrared transmitters and receivers 
necessary to adequately achieve swarm behavior. For this reason, a sensor optimization 
simulator was developed to visually plot the performance of the swarm with varying 
numbers of infrared transmitters and receivers and aid in determining the appropriate 
number of sensors that would be used in this research. This sensor optimization simulator 
was developed by first removing all but two robots from the swarm. One robot was then 
placed at the origin oriented along the positive Y axis and held stationary. A square grid 
was then constructed of 100 equally-spaced positions with its bottom left corner at the 
origin as depicted in Figure 3.6. The second robot was then moved to each location and  
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Figure 3.6: The sensor optimization simulator is designed to calculate the perception one 
robot has of another with varying position and angle orientations. At each position in the 
grid shown on the left, a robot equipped with receivers was rotated, and its sensor values 
measured and averaged to calculate a perception score. 
 
rotated to 5 different angles. At each angle, a reading was taken of all the receivers on the 
stationary robot. If the reading exceeded a given threshold T, a value of 1 was recorded. 
Otherwise, a value of 0 was recorded. These 5 values were then averaged and recorded as 
the location score LS. After LS was calculated at each of the 100 locations on the grid, a 
final perception score PS was calculated by averaging all 100 LS values. The simulator 
then incremented the number of either the infrared transmitters or the infrared receivers 
used by the two robots and reiterated the entire process again. This generated a PS value 
for every permutation of transmitter-receiver quantities from 4 to 10 of each. After 
plotting the scores, it can be observed in Figure 3.7 that the robot’s perception no longer 
significantly increased after approximately 6 receivers. It can also be observed that after 
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Figure 3.7: The final results produced by the sensor optimization simulator. 
 
equipping the robot with approximately 6 transmitters, its perception no longer 
significantly increased. However, since transmitters can be added with no additional 
computational complexity on the processor, the design was altered to include as many 
transmitters as could reasonably fit on the infrared sensor circuit board, in an effort to 
maximize perception and minimize blind spots. Simply using a single omnidirectional 
infrared transmitter in the center of the robot may appear desirable since the robot 
perception is not highly dependent on the number of transmitters, but this would require 
the transmitter to be able to transmit an intense signal that can be easily detected by the 
infrared receivers. Consequently, the final number of infrared sensors used in this 
research is 8 transmitters and 6 receivers.  
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3.4 Improvements 
At every step of this sensor optimization process it is likely that improvements 
can be made. Every decision was made after careful consideration and analysis but there 
are many decisions that may simply be different rather than necessarily incorrect. 
Infrared sensors were chosen because of their inexpensive cost, physical size, and range. 
If cost was not an issue, alternative sensors may have proven to be more accurate. 
If sensors were chosen that were not infrared, data might have been collected in 
an entirely different manner. This might have led to a completely different neural 
network with different linear and angular range capabilities. As a result, the robots may 
have had a different perception of nearby robots and a different degree of performance. 
Infrared sensors with a wider angular displacement could have been used in place of the 
infrared sensors selected for this research. This would have given each sensor a greater 
view angle and would have led to fewer blind spots. Varying voltages could have been 
tested to determine which voltage safely maximizes the range of the infrared sensors. 
Additionally, data collection could have taken place in a dark environment with no 
residual lighting in an effort to minimize noise from overhead CFLs. 
When constructing the neural network, more neurons could have been used in the 
hidden layer to increase the accuracy of the approximation function. Further detailed 
analysis of the sensor optimization simulator results and an improved scoring algorithm 
may have led to a different final number of transmitters and/or receivers. This includes 
raising or lowering the threshold value T until the number of transmitters and receivers 
can be clearly determined. If sensors other than infrared sensors were used, the sensor 
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optimization algorithm might have completely changed and resulted in a completely 
different output. 
After careful consideration and thorough simulation testing, the LTE-302 and 
LTR-301 infrared sensors by Lite Electronics were selected for this research to achieve 
swarming behavior with no inter-agent communication and only a local awareness of 
swarm members. After using a neural network to approximate the infrared transmitter-
receiver relationship and developing a sensor optimization simulator to calculate the 
minimum number of sensors needed for adequate transmitter visibility, a combination of 
8 transmitters and 6 receivers was ultimately selected. Subsequently, a swarm simulator 
was developed to observe the functionality of the swarm using the selected number and 
type of infrared sensors. 
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CHAPTER 4: 
SIMULATED SWARM 
 
A simulator was developed to facilitate swarm behavior analysis with the selected 
infrared sensors. Without developing a simulator, it would not be as easily known 
whether or not the selected sensors are indeed a good choice for this research. It was not 
necessary to develop a simulated 3D environment for this swarm because the swarm 
agents are only capable of moving in 2-dimensional space. Furthermore, an advanced 
GUI was not necessary since changes to the swarm would never need to take place 
dynamically, in real time. For these reasons, and for its powerful and easy-to-use 
graphing capabilities, MATLAB was selected as the language of choice for the simulator. 
4.1 Development 
Robots are represented by circles each having an x and y position, a heading, and 
a radius. This allows each robot to have a different position, heading, and size if desired. 
Variables have been selected to store the number of infrared transmitters, infrared 
receivers, and infrared proximity sensors each robot in the swarm has. The angular and 
Cartesian positions of every infrared sensor is then calculated for all robots in the swarm 
and plotted as shown in Figure 4.1. For each robot, the distances and angles between its 
sensors and the remaining sensors in the swarm are calculated to determine the attraction 
and repulsion each robot has on the others. These attraction and repulsion forces, along 
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Figure 4.1: Three robots plotted each with 8 infrared transmitters (grey dots), 6 infrared 
receivers (black dots), a repulsion vector (black vector), and an attraction vector (grey 
vector). 
 
with an attraction to a goal, create the desired swarming behavior among agents. 
To achieve a swarming behavior, three forces or vectors are necessary: a goal 
vector, an attraction vector, and a repulsion vector. Weights are assigned to each of the 
three vectors to control the degree of attraction, repulsion, and goal attraction, 
accordingly. The goal vector acts to pull the robots toward a goal at all times throughout 
the execution of the simulator. With no goal, a swarm would consist of robots clustered 
together that eventually reach equilibrium and therefore become stationary. The robots 
would act purely on repulsion and attraction and therefore would reach equilibrium once 
those two vectors, when summed together, equal zero. The goal angle is calculated by  
               (
            
            
) (4.1) 
 
and the x and y components of the goal vector are then simply calculated by 
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         (         ) (4.2) 
 
and 
         (         ) (4.3) 
 
respectively. The magnitude of this goal vector is always one since it is a unit vector. 
The attraction vector is used to attract robots within a swarm to each other in an 
effort to pull and free other robots that have been trapped by a local minimum. Since each 
robot in the swarm is equipped with six infrared receivers, the attraction vector is 
calculated by summing the x and y components across all six infrared receivers for a 
given robot. This will produce a final attraction vector that is the combined sum of the six 
individual receiver vectors. The x and y components of the attraction vector are 
calculated by  
         ∑             ( )     (             ( ))
 
   
 (4.4) 
 
and 
         ∑             ( )     (             ( ))
 
   
 (4.5) 
 
respectively. The magnitude of this attraction vector is then computed as 
      (√                     ) (4.6) 
 
which effectively normalizes aM to one. 
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The repulsion vector is used to repel robots from each other and from other 
obstacles they may encounter in their environment. Since the robots in this swarm each 
have six proximity sensors, the final repulsion vector is calculated by summing the x and 
y components of the six individual sensor vectors. The repulsion vector is calculated by  
       ∑              ( )     (              ( ))
 
   
 (4.7) 
 
and 
       ∑              ( )     (              ( ))
 
   
 (4.8) 
 
respectively. The magnitude of the obstacle repulsion vector is calculated as 
      (√                 ) (4.9) 
 
which effectively normalizes oM to one. 
Once these three vectors have been calculated, a final velocity vector is calculated 
by  
                             (4.10) 
 
and 
                             (4.11) 
 
effectively summing the attraction, goal, and obstacle repulsion vectors. The angle of this 
final vector is calculated as  
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                (
      
      
) (4.12) 
 
and is then used to turn the robot left, turn the robot right, or maintain the robot’s current 
heading. The magnitude of this final velocity vector is calculated as 
         
(     )  (     )    
        
 (4.13) 
 
where wO, wA, and wG are the weights assigned to the obstacle repulsion, attraction, and 
goal vectors, respectively. Since the sum of these weights is divided out of the equation, 
and the magnitudes of the attraction and repulsion vectors are normalized to one, this 
guarantees finalMag will range between zero and one. This allows the final speed of the 
robot to be calculated as 
            (         (         )) (4.14) 
 
with minS and maxS being the motor speeds that cause the robot to respectively slow to a 
crawl, and travel as fast as possible. This equation allows the speed of the robot to vary 
between specified minimum and maximum speeds depending on the magnitude of the 
attraction and repulsion vectors. 
4.2 Simulator Disparities 
While the ultimate goal of every simulator design is to be as realistic as possible 
in an effort to best reproduce the real world, there are often so many variables in the real 
world environment that not all of them can be completely simulated. For example, the 
physics and dynamics of the simulator may not be those of the actual physical swarm. If a 
robot in simulation detects an obstacle or nearby robot, it can change its direction 
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immediately and adjust its trajectory accordingly. In contrast, physical robots must turn to 
face their new desired heading. Turning involves either slowing or stopping one wheel or 
reversing the direction of one wheel. This change in wheel velocity cannot be done 
instantaneously and therefore results in slower robot speeds throughout the swarm. 
Additionally, obstacles in the simulator are represented by a series of points as 
shown in Figure 4.2. For example, a circle may simply be a cluster of 200 points arranged 
into a circle. The simulator uses a single variable to store the number of points that 
construct the circumference of each robot. If walls and obstacles were not comprised of 
enough points, the robots would be able to travel through the walls and obstacles. If the 
number of points that walls and obstacles have is too high, the simulator will slow down 
significantly as the computational complexity of the simulation increases exponentially. 
In a real world environment, obstacles, walls, and robots are constructed of solid edges 
 
Figure 4.2: The environment walls within the simulator are constructed of a series of 
points which can be easily seen when zoomed in. 
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and faces. This ensures that even if a robot rotates slightly, the obstacle is still present and 
has not moved. In the case of the simulator, if a robot rotates slightly its sensor can lose 
sight of the obstacle point and momentarily fail to detect an obstacle is there. With 
motion, this problem fixes itself as another sensor soon detects the obstacle point (if 
enough such obstacle points are present) and the robot adjusts its trajectory accordingly. 
This can cause some slight jittering in simulation between a robot, other robots, and 
obstacles that would not be present in a real world environment.  
4.3 Results 
With the swarm simulator completed, various behaviors of the swarm operating 
with the selected number and type of infrared transmitters and receivers can be observed. 
Two different environments have been developed to facilitate swarm behavior analysis: 
an elliptical course resembling a racetrack, and an L-shaped hallway. The elliptical 
environment allows for the observation of the swarm’s ability to perform curved 
trajectories while navigating around obstacles. The hallway environment allows for the 
observation of the swarm’s ability to reach locations beyond a wall or barrier. 
The main objective for the simulated swarm in the hallway environment is to 
demonstrate its ability to attract a cornered robot in such a way as to pull the robot out of 
the corner and allow it to reach its goal. To properly demonstrate this, it must be shown 
first that the robot remains trapped in the corner when a swarm with no attraction forces 
passes by. Then, with every parameter in the simulator unchanged, it must be shown that 
running the exact simulation again with attraction forces causes the swarm to successfully 
attract the cornered robot and lead it to its goal. 
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Figures 4.3-4.5 show two instances of such a case. In the swarm with no attraction 
forces, the cornered robot remains in the same general cornered area for the duration of 
the entire simulation. It very slowly crawls vertically along the wall barrier only from 
pure attraction to the goal and repulsion from the wall. The remaining three robots reach 
their goal successfully with the fourth robot still cornered. Contrarily, in the swarm 
possessing attraction forces, the cornered robot is immediately attracted northward when 
the swarm approaches. The cornered robot is then attracted to the swarm’s center and is 
subsequently pulled up and over the wall barrier. After 85 iterations, the previously 
cornered robot reaches its goal successfully. 
In the swarm with no attraction forces, it can be seen that the neither the X 
displacement nor the Y displacement changes significantly when the swarm draws near 
and passes by, as shown in Figure 4.6. The distance between the swarm’s center of mass 
and the trapped robot decreases gradually as the swarm approaches the goal. This 
distance, however, never drops below 20cm and begins increasing after 60 iterations as 
the swarm passes by the trapped robot. 
Contrarily, in the swarm with attraction forces present, in can be seen in Figure 
4.7 that both the X displacement and the Y displacement become almost parallel with that 
of the swarm after approximately 60 iterations. Figure 4.8 shows that the distance 
between the swarm’s center of mass and the trapped robot drops below 10cm as the 
trapped robot becomes enveloped in the swarm. The brief spiking that occurs near 60 
iterations of simulation suggests that the robot encounters repulsive forces at this time. 
Figure 4.8 additionally shows the magnitude of the trapped robot’s attraction vector as it 
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Figure 4.3: Robots are positioned at iteration 0 of the hallway simulation (top). Three 
robots are clustered together while one robot is positioned in a corner. The goal for all 
robots is at (0, 17) marked by an X. Iteration 21 of two swarms in simulation (bottom), 
one with no attraction forces (left) and one with attraction forces (right). Note the cluster 
of three robots holds together tightly when an attraction force is present. 
 
varies in time. It can be seen that the robot’s attraction is pulsed, rather than constant, 
when the swarm draws within range of the infrared sensors. This is due to the blind spots 
caused by the limited visibility of the infrared transmitters and receivers as the trapped 
robot and swarm change positions. These blind spots cause the robot’s perception of the 
swarm to grow and fade depending on the angle at which the infrared transmitters and 
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Figure 4.4: Iteration 42 of two swarms in simulation (top), one with no attraction forces 
(left) and one with attraction forces (right). Note the cluster of three robots holds together 
tightly when an attraction force is present and has attracted the cornered robot, giving it a 
greater displacement in the Y direction than when no attraction is present. Iteration 63 of 
two swarms in simulation (bottom), one with no attraction forces (left) and one with 
attraction forces (right). In the case of no attraction, the cornered robot remains in its 
corner unable to reach its goal due to a local minimum. When attraction is introduced into 
the swarm, the robot is pulled up and over the barrier and into the swarm. 
 
receivers face each other at each moment in time. With additional infrared receivers, or 
wider sensor view angles, these blind spots would diminish and consequently reduce or 
eliminate this pulsed attraction and result in smoother trajectories. 
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Figure 4.5: Iteration 85 of two swarms in simulation, one with no attraction forces (left) 
and one with attraction forces (right). The previously cornered robot has now reached its 
goal in the swarm with attraction forces. In the swarm lacking attraction, the cornered 
robot is still in the same area it was in the beginning of the simulation and is still unable 
to reach its goal. 
 
Figure 4.9 shows the results of the simulated swarm with attraction forces present 
after beginning the simulation with the trapped robot rotated 30°. This single change 
results in the trapped robot being unable join the swarm and reach the goal. While the 
trapped robot still experiences attraction to the swarm, the rotation of the robot causes a 
proximity sensor to be facing the swarm simultaneously. The combined sum of the 
repulsive and attractive forces prevent the robot from moving significantly in the 
direction of the swarm, leaving it trapped as the swarm eventually passes by. 
The displacement differences between the swarm’s center of mass and the trapped 
robot, as shown in Figure 4.10, make no significant changes throughout the simulation. 
This suggests that the overall location of the trapped robot is not significantly affected by 
the swarm regardless of the attraction forces that are present. Figure 4.11 shows that the 
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Figure 4.6: The displacement difference (left and center) and the distance (right) 
between the swarm’s center of mass (solid) and the trapped robot (dashed) when no 
attraction forces are present. 
 
Figure 4.7: The displacement difference between the swarm’s center of mass (solid) and 
the trapped robot (dashed) when attraction forces are present. 
 
Figure 4.8: The distance between the swarm’s center of mass and the trapped robot (left) 
and the magnitude of the trapped robot’s attraction vector (right) when attraction forces 
are present. 
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Figure 4.9: Iterations 0 (top left), 21 (top right), 42 (middle left), 63 (middle right), and 
85 (bottom) of a swarm with attraction forces and trapped robot initially rotated 30°. 
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Figure 4.10: The displacement difference between the swarm’s center of mass (solid) 
and the trapped robot (dashed) when attraction forces are present but swarming fails. 
 
Figure 4.11: The distance between the swarm’s center of mass and the trapped robot 
(left) and the magnitude of the trapped robot’s attraction vector (right) when attraction 
forces are present but swarming fails. 
 
distance between the swarm’s center of mass and the trapped robot does not drop below 
15cm, although attraction is clearly detected by the trapped robot. 
This is one example of the significant impact sensor blind spots have on the 
performance of the swarm. Changing a robot’s initial position or orientation, the position 
of a single wall or obstacle, the number of transmitters or receivers, and/or the weights 
assigned to the attraction, repulsion, and goal vectors can significantly alter the swarm’s 
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behavior. As robots in the swarm move around the environment and rotate to face their 
desired headings, their infrared receivers may detect nearby robots. This infrared signal 
detection leads to a pulsed attraction vector magnitude as a result of sensor blind spots. 
This pulsed magnitude results in jittery robot trajectories as they gain and lose detection 
of infrared signal. Contrarily, with a consistent attraction vector magnitude, robots would 
maintain perception of nearby robots regardless of their rotational orientation. This would 
result in smoother trajectories and a better local awareness of robots in their near vicinity.  
The main objective for the simulated swarm in the elliptical environment is to 
travel around a curved path and reach a second goal that is beyond a small obstacle. Once 
again, as shown in Figures 4.12-4.14, two simulations are executed: one with attraction 
forces between swarm members, and one with no attraction forces. In the swarm without 
attraction forces, the robots are attracted only to the goal. After reaching the first goal, 
four of the robots begin to fall in line with each other directly behind the obstacle. 
Although, after 450 iterations, two robots are not in line with the rest of the swarm, there 
is no attraction between members to correct the trajectories of the four inline robots. As 
such, the two northern-most robots successfully avoid the obstacle and reach the second 
goal while leaving the remaining swarm trapped behind the obstacle. 
Contrarily, the swarm with attraction forces reaches its first goal after roughly 300 
iterations of simulation in a completely different formation than the swarm with no 
attraction forces. The attraction has caused the swarm to cluster together tightly rather 
than remain in line with each other. This causes the swarm to reach the obstacle with only 
three robots in line with the obstacle as shown in Figure 4.13. The remaining robots 
attract the inline robots and begin to pull vertically around the obstacle by iteration 600. 
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Figure 4.12: Robots are positioned at iteration 0 of the elliptical simulation (top). 6 
robots are clustered near (-100, 50) with the first two goals placed at (-75, 150) and (75, 
150) respectively. A small round obstacle is placed at (0, 150). Iteration 150 of two 
swarms in simulation (bottom), one with no attraction forces (left) and one with attraction 
forces (right). 
 
The attraction forces cause all six robots in the swarm to successfully navigate around the 
obstacle and reach the second goal.  
In Figure 4.15, the same swarm with attraction forces is moved to the north end of 
the narrowed passageway and given the goal at (125, -50). As the swarm approaches the 
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Figure 4.13: Iteration 300 of two swarms in simulation (top), one with no attraction 
forces (left) and one with attraction forces (right). Note that the swarm with no attraction 
forces is taking an almost linear formation along the curve of the wall. This puts three 
robots in line with each other directly behind the obstacle. The swarm with attraction is 
clustering together allowing for less robots to be directly behind the obstacle. Iteration 
450 of two swarms in simulation (bottom), one with no attraction forces (left) and one 
with attraction forces (right). Note the swarm with no attraction forces now has four 
robots in line with the obstacle while only two robots are free of the obstacle. The swarm 
with attraction forces still has three robots in line with each other and the obstacle, but it 
is expected that the three north-most robots will attract the rest of the swarm around the 
obstacle. 
 
mouth of the funnel-shaped hallway, it compresses tightly until robots begin to pass into 
the hallway one at a time. After roughly 200 iterations of simulation, the swarm robots 
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Figure 4.14: Iteration 600 of two swarms in simulation (top), one with no attraction 
forces (left) and one with attraction forces (right). The swarm with no attraction forces 
has four robots still in line with each other and the obstacle that haven’t moved 
significantly in 150 iterations and have no additional swarm members to attract to, 
thereby resulting in failure to overcome the local minima. Meanwhile, three robots in the 
swarm with attraction forces have cleared the obstacle and are attracting the remaining 
three robots around the obstacle. Iteration 750 of a swarm with attraction forces in 
simulation (bottom). All 6 robots have cleared the obstacle and are successfully on their 
way to their second goal. 
 
are in-line with each other as they repel away from the nearby walls. Once on the other 
side of the passageway, the robots do not cluster together into a formation similar to their 
initial formation. Instead, they remain in-line for the duration of the simulation. This is 
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Figure 4.15: A simulated swarm navigates through a narrowed passageway. Iterations 0 
(top left), 100 (top right), 200 (bottom left), and 300 (bottom right) are shown. Note that, 
after navigating the passageway, the swarm remains in-line and doesn’t cluster together. 
 
because the robot in the front of the line is moving at maximum speed. Since no robot in 
the swarm can exceed this speed, no robot will ever be able to catch and run alongside the 
lead robot. Consequently, the entire swarm moves in a single-file line at maximum speed. 
If the lead robot is slowed down, clustering may still not be achieved because each robot 
will have attraction forces and repulsion forces that cancel due to their in-line formation. 
This leaves only the goal attraction force and any repulsion forces from walls or other 
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obstacles significantly acting on the swarm. In future work, algorithms for specific 
formations may be added to this simulated swarm. 
These simulations demonstrate the simulator’s ability to achieve swarming 
behavior using the quantity and type of infrared transmitters and receivers that were 
selected for this research. With the simulator functional, attention was turned to focus on 
developing a physical swarm of robots that would reproduce the results observed in 
simulation given similar conditions and environments. 
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CHAPTER 5: 
HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
 
With the simulated swarm successfully pulling agents out of local minima using 
the selected number and type of infrared transmitters and receivers, the designs for the 
construction of a physical swarm were developed. Decisions had to be made regarding 
which motors to use, which microcontroller board to use, how to design the robot chassis, 
and where to place the various infrared sensors. 
5.1 Microcontroller Board and Motors 
The Spider12 BotTrainer by EVBplus was selected for the physical swarm robots 
because it has several beneficial features. The Spider12 is equipped with an 
MC9S12DG256CPVE microcontroller, an 8 MHz crystal, 256Kb of RAM, 8 16-bit 
timers, and a 16-channel 10-bit A/D converter. The timers allow for the precise control of 
the motors, localization calculations, and sensor sampling, while the A/D converter 
provides adequate channels for the infrared receivers and proximity sensors. Furthermore, 
an 8x2 LCD display, motor control module, and USB adapter can be optionally added to 
increase the functionality of the Spider12. The LCD display provides feedback to the user 
and aids debugging by allowing values to be written to it periodically. The H-Bridge 
motor control module supports up to 4 DC motors or 2 stepper motors, and the USB 
adapter allows for the downloading of code to the board and easier debugging. 
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The motors selected for the physical swarm robots were ROB-10847 stepper 
motors with 200 steps per revolution (1.8° per step). Stepper motors were chosen for this 
application because of their relatively precise position control, adequate speed 
capabilities, and simple controller. Servomotors were also considered for this design but 
are typically designed to have higher speed and torque capacities. They are usually more 
expensive than stepper motors and require a more sophisticated controller due to their 
provided feedback. Since this system favors localization accuracy over high speeds, 
stepper motors were ultimately selected for this research. 
Localization was achieved purely via odometry by utilizing the accuracy and 
interface simplicity of the stepper motors. A count of each step taken by each wheel was 
accumulated over time. Every millisecond, the counts for each wheel was used to 
calculate the robot’s current heading. This heading, combined with the total distance 
traveled by the robot over the last millisecond was used to calculate the robot’s current 
position. This method proved to be accurate to within a few centimeters even in large 
environments, but is subject to accumulating error over long periods of time.  
 
Figure 5.1: The Spider12 Bot Trainer by EVBplus (left) and the ROB-10847 stepper 
motor (right). 
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5.2 Robot Chassis 
The physical robot design had to accommodate 6 proximity sensors placed in such 
a way as to be rotated 60 degrees apart. The sensors could have been placed around the 
perimeter of the robot but the sensors could not accurately detect obstacles any closer 
than approximately 2 inches. For this reason, it was necessary to inset the proximity 
sensors 2 inches from the perimeter of the robot. The sensors could have been placed in a 
hexagon-shaped ring but, due to the physical dimensions of the sensors, this hexagon 
would have been too large for the current robot body. The robot body would then need to 
be made larger to accommodate such a design, or smaller proximity sensors would need 
to be ordered. Consequently, the sensors were oriented in two triangles consisting of 
three proximity sensors each. The rings were placed directly on top of each other and 
then offset 60 degrees from each other to create the design shown in Figure 5.2. This 
facilitated a full 360 degree orientation of proximity sensors spaced 60 degrees apart 
while maintaining the 2 inch inset from the robot perimeter that was required for optimal 
accuracy. This addition of two stacked rings of proximity sensors required the overall 
height of the robot body to increase since an additional unobstructed vertical layer was 
necessary for the placement of the proximity sensors as shown in Figure 5.3.  
 
Figure 5.2: The two stacked rings of proximity sensors modeled in software before robot 
construction. 
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Figure 5.3: A fully assembled swarm robot (left) and the staggered proximity sensor 
triangles in the center of the robot chassis (right). 
 
5.3 Infrared Sensor PCB 
With the proximity sensors in position, a location for the infrared transmitters and 
receivers had to be determined. Ultimately, it was desirable to have the transmitters 
oriented in a circle around the robot body perimeter. This would allow for the 
unobstructed transmission of infrared signal in an evenly spaced configuration. However, 
it was also desirable to orient the receivers around the robot body perimeter in a circle to 
avoid the obstruction of infrared signal reception. These two circles could not have 
different radii because this would result in some sensors being placed in front of other 
sensors thereby causing blockage. The two circles could not have a vertical displacement 
as shown in Figure 5.4 because this would severely limit the reception of infrared signals 
and deteriorate the performance of the swarm. 
Instead, it was necessary to place all infrared transmitters and receivers on the 
same plane so that sensors may be placed adjacent to each other but never blocking each 
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Figure 5.4: Vertical offset between transmitters and receivers would result in an 
exponential decay of signal (top). Vertically aligned sensors provide optimal signal 
reception (bottom). 
 
other. This blockage is also the reason a single omnidirectional infrared transmitter 
placed in the center of each robot would not be an ideal design for this research. The 
transmitter would have to be placed on the same plane as the receivers and would 
therefore be blocked by them. This problem can be solved by using an omnidirectional 
transmitter with a vertical view angle greater than 180°, but the signal intensity would 
need to be consistent across the entire view angle range and there is little advantage to 
implementing this design over one utilizing more transmitters. Using a drawing software 
application, a circular circuit board was sized to accommodate this design as shown in 
Figure 5.5. This circuit board was designed to allow for configurations of 8, 6, 5, or 4 
activated infrared receivers evenly spaced around the circular perimeter of the board. 
This would allow physical swarm performance to be analyzed for various quantities of 
infrared receivers and thereby test the validity of the sensor optimization simulator that 
was previously designed. This infrared sensor PCB was placed above the proximity 
sensors and below the microcontroller board, motor board, and LCD display. 
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Figure 5.5: A bottom view of the infrared sensor PCB design (left) and a top view of the 
infrared PCB installed on a swarm robot (right). 
 
5.4 Complications 
After completing the construction of the 6 physical swarm robots, several 
complications became known. With all 6 robots built, sensor testing was performed to 
ensure the proper functionality of each of the infrared transmitters, receivers, and 
proximity sensors. Challenges arose for each of these three types of sensors. 
The proximity sensors were the first to be tested. Some sensors worked perfectly 
without any issues while other sensors appeared to be picking up a small amount of 
interference that was causing them to produce a false reading. After much 
troubleshooting, it was determined that the soldering on the underside of the infrared 
sensor PCB was being detected by some of the proximity sensors. A solution was to raise 
the PCB so that there was a small gap between the top ring of proximity sensors and the 
bottom of the PCB as shown in Figure 5.6. This solution proved to be effective but  
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Figure 5.6: White spacers were placed above a proximity sensor to prevent detection of 
the soldering on the underside of the infrared sensor PCB (left). An infrared transmitter 
directly adjacent to an infrared receiver can cause interference in the detected signal 
(right). A thin barrier placed between the transmitter and receiver would resolve the 
problem but would limit the view angles of both sensors and consequently add to the 
robot’s blind spots. 
 
required half the robot to be completely dismantled, and small wedges pinched between 
the top ring of proximity sensors and the PCB. 
With all 36 proximity sensors performing as expected, the infrared receivers were 
then tested. A robot was turned on and its infrared transmitter pointed at a second robot’s 
individual receivers. The receivers were then tested for proper functionality at the 
appropriate range. It was soon discovered that some receivers, like the proximity sensors, 
were detecting a small amount of interference. It became apparent that the receivers 
detecting interference were adjacent to a nearby transmitter and that this transmitter was 
the source of the interference as depicted in Figure 5.6. One solution would be to place a 
thin barrier between the two sensors to prevent the infrared signal interference. This 
would, however, limit the angular range of the receiver and would consequently 
exacerbate the robot’s blind spots. The chosen solution was to make slight adjustments to 
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the sensor values in software to equally scale all six sensor readings. While this solution 
has proved to be effective, it suffers from the unfortunate reality that not all six physical 
robots are identical. For example, the rear infrared receiver on one robot may detect 10% 
interference from the adjacent transmitter, while the rear infrared receiver on a second 
robot may detect 15% interference. This makes software tuning a challenge and sensors 
have consequently been tuned according to the average amount of interference detected 
by that receiver across all six robots. This has introduced a small degree of error into the 
detected values of the infrared receivers. 
Once the infrared receivers had been tuned and adjusted in software to account for 
nearby transmitter interference, the transmitters were tested. Upon close inspection, it 
was quickly discovered that almost half the transmitters were not powering on at all. 
Troubleshooting this required dismantling the six robots once again to determine the 
cause of the problem. It was discovered that the soldering in various areas of the boards 
needed reinforcement. However, even after reinforcing the soldering, several transmitters 
were found to simply be non-responsive and were replaced. Each board was thoroughly 
tested and all transmitters were functional before the robots were reconstructed a second 
time. Once all the robots were completely built, however, it was discovered that several 
transmitters on four of the robots had once again stopped working. With limited time and 
resources, a major decision was made to scale back the physical swarm to the only two 
fully functional robots and simply show their ability to detect and attract each other 
effectively. It was decided that the exact conditions would then be modeled in simulation 
to observe the accuracy of the simulator. 
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5.5 Results 
The final results of the physical swarm were collected from two environments: an 
environment in which two robots navigated around a sharp corner, and an environment in 
which two robots navigated around a large circular obstacle. In both cases, there was a 
lead robot which was given a predefined trajectory, and a follow robot which used only 
its infrared receivers to follow the lead robot. A video was taken of the robot trajectories 
in both environments. The video was then separated into 0.5-second frames and the 
coordinates of each robot was measured using an image processing software application. 
The trajectories were then plotted in the simulated environment and compared with the 
simulated robot trajectories. 
 
Figure 5.7: The physical lead and follow robots navigating the corner environment. The 
white strips of paper are marked with 5cm horizontal increments for scaling purposes. 
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In both environments, the lead robot was slowed to 50% speed to allow the follow 
robot to catch up should it fall behind, and to increase the minimum response time for the 
follow robot when making adjustments to its trajectory in order to maintain line-of-sight 
with the lead robot. In the corner environment, the lead robot was given coordinates 
around the perimeter of the box to ensure a smooth trajectory and sharp turn. The follow 
robot then used only its infrared receivers to follow the detected infrared signal. 
It can be observed in Figure 5.8 that the simulated follow robot has a different 
trajectory than the physical follow robot. This is due to the lack of a complete physics 
and dynamics implementation within the swarm simulator. Consequently, the simulated 
robot trajectory is able to make sharper turns than its physical counterpart. This allows 
the simulated follow robot to turn the corner and remain in-line behind the lead robot. In 
contrast, the physical follow robot makes a slightly wider turn, which causes a slight 
overshoot and greater displacement along the x axis than the lead robot. 
Figure 5.9 shows the various distances between the physical and simulated robots 
as they navigate the corner environment. The left graph shows two curves: one for the 
two physical robots, and the other for the two simulated robots. It can be seen in this 
graph that the simulated follow robot, on average, stays nearer to the simulated lead robot 
than the physical follow robot does to the physical lead robot. The average follow 
distance for the physical robots is 17.9cm while the average follow distance for the 
simulated robots is 15.8cm. The graph on the right of Figure 5.9 shows that the distance 
between the physical and simulated follow robots never exceeds 8cm. In this simulation, 
the simulated follow robot is able to maintain line-of-sight with the lead robot while  
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Figure 5.8: The trajectories of the physical and simulated lead robots (gray solid line), 
physical follow robot (black line), and simulated follow robot (gray dashed line) around a 
sharp corner. The root-mean-square-error and the maximum distance between the 
physical and simulated follow robot trajectories are 3.25cm and 7.25cm respectively. 
 
Figure 5.9: The distance between the physical lead and physical follow robots (left 
solid), the simulated lead and simulated follow robots (left dotted), and the physical and 
simulated follow robots (right) as they navigate the corner environment. 
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Figure 5.10: The physical lead and follow robots navigating the circle environment. 
 
repelling from the wall simultaneously. The proper balance of attraction and repulsion 
vector forces keeps the follow robot’s trajectory collision-free without losing perception 
of the lead robot. This desired behavior is additionally expected when the robots are 
subjected to an environment void of sharp corners. 
Shown in Figure 5.10, the two physical robots were set to navigate around a large 
circular obstacle. Frames of the 42-second video were extracted every 0.5 seconds and 
both robot trajectories were subsequently plotted in the simulator. In Figure 5.11, it can 
be seen yet again that the simulated follow robot has a different trajectory than the 
physical follow robot. As with the corner environment, this is due to the lack of an 
exhaustive physics and dynamics implementation in the simulator. Consequently, the 
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Figure 5.11: The trajectories of the physical and simulated lead robots (gray solid line), 
physical follow robot (black line), and simulated follow robot (gray dashed line) around a 
large circular object. The root-mean-square-error between the physical and simulated 
follow robot trajectories is 11.80cm. 
 
simulated robot is able to make sharper turns and therefore have a circular trajectory with 
a smaller radius than that of the physical follow robot. Although these differences exist 
between the simulated and physical dynamics, the simulated robots are able to 
successfully maintain line-of-sight attraction in both environments around both obstacles. 
This attraction, combined with obstacle repulsion and goal gravitation, create the 
principles necessary to successfully implement swarm behavior in a physical and 
simulated swarm. 
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CHAPTER 6: 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
For decades, computer scientists, mathematicians, and researchers around the 
world have been particularly interested in algorithms capable of efficiently solving NP-
Hard problems. While unable to solve these problems in polynomial time until it is 
proven that P = NP, algorithms that were inspired by biological organisms in nature are 
able to solve these problems more efficiently than others. Collections of simple-minded 
organisms respecting a relatively short list of simple rules are seen throughout nature. 
These swarms are able to protect themselves against predators, build massive colonies, 
grow larvae specific to the jobs currently needed in their community, and even move 
their entire empire to a new or additional location. 
Amazingly, these organisms are able to achieve this seemingly intelligent 
behavior with only a local awareness of their surrounding swarm. Unfortunately, this 
behavior is not exactly replicated in most algorithmic and physical swarms today. Particle 
swarm optimization algorithms rely on knowing the exact location of each particle in the 
swarm and the quality of resources at that specific location. This requires inter-agent 
communication or global spatial awareness which is similarly used in physical swarms to 
assist localization and foraging performance. 
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 This research has shown that swarm behavior can be achieved without inter-agent 
communication while using only a local awareness of swarm agent positions as in 
biological swarms. Various different types of sensors were first analyzed to determine an 
appropriate sensor for this swarm. Although infrared sensors were ultimately used, 
alternative sensor types may have ultimately produced superior results and may be 
desired in future work. Furthermore, infrared sensors with wider view angles may have 
decreased blind spots and increased swarm awareness with even fewer sensors. The 
selected sensors were then modeled in software using a neural network with 10 neurons 
in the hidden layer. Additional neurons may be used in future work to increase the 
accuracy of the function approximation. 
With the infrared sensors modeled in software, a simulator was then designed to 
help determine an appropriate yet minimal number of infrared transmitters and receivers 
to achieve swarming behavior. The results of this simulator revealed that swarm behavior 
was best achieved with six or more transmitters and six or more receivers. If different 
sensors are used in future work, these numbers may entirely change. A physical swarm 
was then developed to observe swarm behavior without inter-agent communication. This 
swarm may be reconstructed and perfected in future work. Although various 
complications prevented the final production of the physical swarm, it was shown that it 
closely follows the behavior of the simulated swarm, thereby successfully demonstrating 
swarm behavior without inter-agent communication or global spatial awareness. 
Additional long-term future work may include implementing various formations 
into the swarm algorithm to mimic, for example, a flock of birds. Formations can allow 
swarms to collapse into small areas, expand to cover large areas, and avoid obstacles with 
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minimal swarm agent movement. The size of this physical swarm may be increased in 
future work to consist of over 20 robots. With a greater number of agents, it may be 
observed that sensor blind spots have a smaller impact on the overall performance of the 
swarm. This physical swarm may also be given tasks to complete at each of its goals or 
some measure of physical work to perform. The effectiveness of the swarm and its ability 
to complete the given tasks may then be observed and optimized. 
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APPENDIX 1: 
SIMULATED SWARM CODE 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%   Robot Simulator for Ground Swarming 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%   Daniel Standish 
%   Version: 1/20/13 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
clear; clc; close all; fig1 = figure(1); set(fig1,'Position',[200 200 ... 
1000 900]); neuralNet = load('ReducedNN'); neuralNet = neuralNet.net; 
 
numProxSen = 4;         % Number of proximity sensors 
proxSenRange = 10;      % Proximity sensor linear range 
proxSenAng = pi/5;      % Proximity sensor angular range 
proxSenRad = 2;         % Proximity sensor circular radius 
 
numTX = 8;              % Number of infrared transmitters 
TXRad = 6;              % Infrared transmitter circle radius 
beta = 0;               % Angular rotation offset 
 
numRX = 6;              % Number of infrared receivers 
RXRad = 6;              % Infrared receiver circle radius 
gamma = 0;              % Angular rotation offset 
 
numIterations = 5000;   % Number of simulation iterations 
 
% not currently used 
flag = 1; 
 
% track 0 is hallway; track 1 is racetrack 
track = 0; 
 
% Some various weights 
wG = 10;%4;%8;     % goal 
wO = 80;%50;%85;    % obstacle avoidance 
wA = 0.9;%0.5;%0.9;     % attraction 
wM = 0;     % momentum 
 
% Some algorithm parameters 
maxAlpha = pi/64;   % Maximum allowable change in robot direction 
minVel = 0;       % Lowest allowable robot velocity
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waypointDist = 5; % Distance from robot to dynamic waypoint 
proximity = 5;    % Distance between robot and waypoint before 
                    % removing the waypoint 
 
% Angular position of each sensor around robot 
proxSenTheta=zeros(numProxSen,1); 
TXTheta=zeros(numTX,1); 
RXTheta=zeros(numRX,1); 
 
% Vector of walls 
agentRadius = 7;      numAgentPoints = 80;       numWallPoints = 300; 
if track == 0 
    [walls goal swarmPositions] = hallway(numWallPoints, agentRadius, flag); 
else 
    [walls goal swarmPositions] = racetrack(numWallPoints, agentRadius); 
end 
 
% Organize wall vector 
xTemp = []; yTemp = []; 
for i = 1:2:size(walls,1) 
    xTemp = [xTemp; walls(i,:)']; 
    yTemp = [yTemp; walls(i+1,:)']; 
end 
walls = [xTemp yTemp]; 
numWalls = size(walls,1)/(numWallPoints+1); 
 
% Extract wall endpoints in x direction 
wallEndpoints = zeros(numWalls,4); 
temp = zeros(numWallPoints+1,numWalls); 
temp(:) = walls(:,1); 
wallEndpoints(:,1) = temp(1,:); 
wallEndpoints(:,3) = temp(end,:); 
 
% Extract wall endpoints in y direction 
temp(:) = walls(:,2); 
wallEndpoints(:,2) = temp(1,:); 
wallEndpoints(:,4) = temp(end,:); 
 
tempPositions = swarmPositions; 
numAgents = size(swarmPositions,1); 
 
% Vector of robot goals 
robotGoals = ones(numAgents,2); 
robotGoals(:,1) = goal(1,1); 
robotGoals(:,2) = goal(1,2); 
 
% Vector of robot goal indeces 
goalIndex = ones(numAgents,1); 
 
% Vector of robot velocities 
velocity = zeros(numAgents+1,1); 
 
% Vectors used for visualization 
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goalVectors = zeros(numAgents,4); 
obstVectors = zeros(numAgents,4); 
attrVectors = zeros(numAgents,4); 
momeVectors = zeros(numAgents,4); 
finaVectors = zeros(numAgents,4); 
 
leadRbt = swarmPositions(1,1:2); 
swarmX = sum(swarmPositions(2:end,1))/3; 
swarmY = sum(swarmPositions(2:end,2))/3; 
stuckX = swarmPositions(1,1); 
stuckY = swarmPositions(1,2); 
attrMag = []; 
 
time = zeros(numIterations,1); 
set(0,'DefaultAxesColorOrder',[0 0 0]); 
 
% For each iteration of simulation 
for p = 1:numIterations 
    tic;clf; hold on; 
     
        % Plot walls   
    plot(walls(:,1),walls(:,2),'s','MarkerSize',3,'MarkerFaceColor','k') 
     
 
    % Represent agents as collections of points 
    agentPoints = buildAgentPoints(swarmPositions, numAgentPoints, numAgents); 
     
    % Calculate angular position of infrared transmitters around every robot 
    TXTheta = calcTXTheta(numTX, numAgents, swarmPositions); 
     
    % Calculate angular position of infrared receivers around every robot 
    RXTheta = calcRXTheta(numRX, numAgents, swarmPositions); 
     
    % Calculate coordinates of infrared transmitters around robot 
    TXCoor = calcTXCoor(numTX, numAgents, swarmPositions, TXRad, TXTheta); 
     
    % Calculate coordinates of infrared receivers around robot 
    RXCoor = calcRXCoor(numRX, numAgents, swarmPositions, RXRad, RXTheta); 
     
    for i = 1:numAgents 
        % Agent points not including self 
        otherPoints = buildOtherPoints(i, numAgentPoints, numAgents, agentPoints); 
         
        % ============================================================== % 
        % ============= P R O X I M I T Y    S E N S O R S ============= % 
        % ============================================================== % 
                % ============= Detect other robots ============= % 
         
        % Reset sensor sums 
        proxSenSum=[0 0]; 
         
        % Calculate angular position of proximity sensors around robot 
        proxSenTheta = calcProxSenTheta(i, numProxSen, swarmPositions, proxSenTheta); 
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        % Calculate robot-to-robot repulsion forces 
        a = calcProxSenSum(numAgents,numAgentPoints,numProxSen,... 
            otherPoints,swarmPositions,i,proxSenTheta,proxSenAng,... 
            proxSenRange); 
         
                % ================ Detect walls ================= % 
 
        % Calculate wall-to-robot repulsion forces 
        b = calcProxSenSum(numWalls+1,numWallPoints+1,numProxSen,... 
            walls,swarmPositions,i,proxSenTheta,proxSenAng,... 
            proxSenRange); 
         
                % =============== Combine results =============== % 
         
        % Take the strongest signal between robot and wall repulsion forces 
        temp = max(a, b); 
         
        proxSenSum(1) = temp*cos(proxSenTheta); 
        proxSenSum(2) = temp*sin(proxSenTheta); 
         
        % ============================================================== % 
        % ======== T R A N S M I T T E R  -  R E C E I V E R S ========= % 
        % ============================================================== % 
                % ============= Calculate distance ============== % 
         
        % Build flag matrix for error checking         
        flag = zeros(numRX * numTX * (numAgents-1)); 
         
        % Extract coordinates of robot's infrared receivers 
        temp = (i-1)*numRX + 1; 
        rbtRXCoor = RXCoor(temp:temp+numRX-1,:); 
         
        % Extract coordinates of swarm infrared transmitters 
        temp = (i-1)*numTX + 1; 
        swTXCoor = TXCoor; 
        swTXCoor(temp:temp+numTX-1,:) = []; 
         
        % Calculate distances between robot's infrared receivers and 
        % swarm's infrared transmitters 
        [distance dRCx dRCy flag] = calcDistance(swTXCoor,numRX,rbtRXCoor,... 
            wallEndpoints,flag); 
         
                % ============== Calculate theta ============== % 
         
        % Extract angles of robot's infrared receivers 
        temp = (i-1)*numRX + 1; 
        rbtRXTheta = RXTheta(temp:temp+numRX-1,:); 
         
        % Calculate theta angles 
        theta = calcTheta(rbtRXTheta,numTX,numAgents,dRCy,dRCx); 
         
                % ============== Calculate alpha ============== % 
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        % Extract angles of swarm infrared transmitters 
        temp = (i-1)*numTX + 1; 
        swTXTheta = TXTheta; 
        swTXTheta(temp:temp+numTX-1,:) = []; 
         
        % Calculate alpha angles between swarm transmitters and robot's 
        % receivers 
        alpha = calcAlpha(swTXTheta,numRX,dRCy,dRCx); 
        %alpha = calcAlpha(swTXTheta,numRX,rbtRXTheta); 
         
                % ============== Neural network ============== % 
         
        % Detect out-of-bounds alpha and theta values 
        flag(theta > 90) = 1; 
        flag(theta < -90) = 1; 
        flag(alpha > 90) = 1; 
        flag(alpha < -90) = 1; 
         
        alpha(theta > 0) = -alpha(theta > 0); 
        theta(theta > 0) = -theta(theta > 0); 
         
        % Pass theta, distance, and alpha values to neural network 
        sol = sim(neuralNet,[theta distance alpha]'); 
        sol(flag > 0) = 200; 
        sol(sol > 200) = 200; 
 
        % Process results 
        RXSum = calcRXSum(numTX,numRX,numAgents,sol,rbtRXTheta); 
         
        % ============================================================== % 
        % ============================================================== % 
        vecMult = 0.5; 
         
        % Generate momentum vector 
        aF = [wM*cos(swarmPositions(i,3)) wM*sin(swarmPositions(i,3))]; 
        momeVectors(i,:) = [swarmPositions(i,1) vecMult*aF(1) swarmPositions(i,2) vecMult*aF(2)]; 
         
        % Generate goal vector 
        num = robotGoals(i,2)-swarmPositions(i,2); 
        den = robotGoals(i,1)-swarmPositions(i,1); 
        gamma = atan(num/den); 
        %if num < 0 && den < 0 || num > 0 && den < 0 
        if den < 0 
            gamma = gamma-pi; 
        end 
         
        bF = [wG*cos(gamma) wG*sin(gamma)]; 
        goalVectors(i,:) = [swarmPositions(i,1) swarmPositions(i,1)+vecMult*bF(1) ... 
            swarmPositions(i,2) swarmPositions(i,2)+vecMult*bF(2)]; 
         
        % Generate obstacle vector 
        cF = [wO*proxSenSum(1) wO*proxSenSum(2)]; 
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        obstVectors(i,:) = [swarmPositions(i,1) swarmPositions(i,1)+vecMult*cF(1) ... 
            swarmPositions(i,2) swarmPositions(i,2)+vecMult*cF(2)]; 
         
        % Generate agent vector 
        dF = [wA*RXSum(1) wA*RXSum(2)]; 
        attrVectors(i,:) = [swarmPositions(i,1) swarmPositions(i,1)+vecMult*dF(1) ... 
            swarmPositions(i,2) swarmPositions(i,2)+vecMult*dF(2)]; 
         
        % Generate final direction vector 
%         if (i==6) 
%             aX = [swarmPositions(i,1); swarmPositions(i,1)+0.5*(aF(1)+bF(1)+cF(1)+dF(1))]; 
%             aY = [swarmPositions(i,2); swarmPositions(i,2)+0.5*(aF(2)+bF(2)+cF(2)+dF(2))]; 
%         else 
            aX = [swarmPositions(i,1); swarmPositions(i,1)+aF(1)+bF(1)+cF(1)+dF(1)]; 
            aY = [swarmPositions(i,2); swarmPositions(i,2)+aF(2)+bF(2)+cF(2)+dF(2)]; 
%         end 
         
        finaVectors(i,:) = [swarmPositions(i,1) swarmPositions(i,1)+vecMult*aX(2) ... 
        swarmPositions(i,2) swarmPositions(i,2)+vecMult*aY(2)]; 
         
        % Rotate current robot 
        tempPositions = calcTempPositions(swarmPositions,i,aX,aY,tempPositions,maxAlpha); 
         
        % Calculate robot velocity 
        velocity(i,1) = 10 * sqrt((tempPositions(i,1)-swarmPositions(i,1))^2 + ... 
        (tempPositions(i,2)-swarmPositions(i,2))^2); 
     
        % Manage goals and waypoints 
        [robotGoals goalIndex] = manageGoals(velocity,i,minVel,robotGoals,... 
            goal,goalIndex,tempPositions,waypointDist,proximity); 
         
        % Draw soft yellow regions beneath robot 
        [x y ~] = cylinder(7,200); 
        x = x + swarmPositions(i,1); 
        y = y + swarmPositions(i,2); 
        a = [swarmPositions(i,1), x(1,:)]; 
        b = [swarmPositions(i,2), y(1,:)]; 
        if track == 0 
            a(a > 180) = 180; 
            a(a < -20) = -20; 
            b(b > 98) = 98; 
            b(b < -100) = -100; 
        else 
            a(a > 150) = 150; 
            a(a < -150) = -150; 
            b(b > 200) = 200; 
            b(b < -200) = -200; 
        end 
        f = patch(a, b, [0 0 0]); 
        %ff = patch([20 100 100 20],[-20 -20 0 0],[0.9 0.9 0.9]); 
        set(f,'EdgeColor','none','facealpha',0.05); 
         
        % Plot force vectors 
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        %plot([goalVectors(i,1) goalVectors(i,2)],[goalVectors(i,3) goalVectors(i,4)],'g') 
        plot([obstVectors(i,1) obstVectors(i,2)],[obstVectors(i,3) obstVectors(i,4)],'Color',[0.7 0.7 0.7]) 
        plot([attrVectors(i,1) attrVectors(i,2)],[attrVectors(i,3) attrVectors(i,4)],'Color',[0 0 0]) 
        %plot([finaVectors(i,1) finaVectors(i,2)],[finaVectors(i,3) finaVectors(i,4)]) 
         
    end 
     
    % Update location of swarm 
    swarmPositions = tempPositions; 
    leadRbt = [leadRbt; swarmPositions(1,1:2)]; 
     
    % Plot agents in swarm 
    plot(agentPoints(:,1),agentPoints(:,2),'o','MarkerSize',1) 
%     plot(leadRbt(:,1),leadRbt(:,2),'Color',[0 0 0],'LineWidth',3) 
     
    % Plot initial and final positions 
    plot(goal(1,1),goal(1,2),'x','MarkerSize',15); 
    set(gca,'FontSize',22); 
    xlabel('X (cm)'); 
    ylabel('Y (cm)'); 
     
    swarmX = [swarmX; sum(swarmPositions(2:end,1))/3]; 
    swarmY = [swarmY; sum(swarmPositions(2:end,2))/3]; 
    stuckX = [stuckX; swarmPositions(1,1)]; 
    stuckY = [stuckY; swarmPositions(1,2)]; 
    attrMag = [attrMag; sqrt((attrVectors(1,2)-attrVectors(1,1))^2 + (attrVectors(1,4)-attrVectors(1,3))^2)]; 
     
    plot(TXCoor(:,1), TXCoor(:,2), '.', 'MarkerSize', 13, 'Color', [0.7 0.7 0.7]) 
    plot(RXCoor(:,1), RXCoor(:,2), '.', 'MarkerSize', 13, 'Color', [0 0 0]) 
    time(i) = toc; 
    if goalIndex(2) == 3 
        break 
    end 
     
    if mod(p-1,85) == 0 && p > 1 
        break 
    else 
%         pause(0.001) 
        pause 
    end 
%     pause 
 
%     print(fig1,'-dpng',int2str(p)) 
 
end 
 
% figure(2) 
% hold on 
% xaxis = 1:p+1; 
% plot(xaxis,swarmX); 
% plot(xaxis,stuckX,'--'); 
% set(gca,'FontSize',18); 
% xlabel('Iteration'); 
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% ylabel('X (cm)'); 
%  
% figure(3) 
% hold on 
% plot(xaxis,swarmY); 
% plot(xaxis,stuckY,'--'); 
% set(gca,'FontSize',18); 
% xlabel('Iteration'); 
% ylabel('Y (cm)'); 
%  
% figure(4) 
% xDist = swarmX - stuckX; 
% yDist = swarmY - stuckY; 
% distance = sqrt(xDist.^2 + yDist.^2); 
% plot(xaxis,distance); 
% set(gca,'FontSize',18); 
% xlabel('Iteration'); 
% ylabel('Distance (cm)'); 
%  
% figure(5) 
% plot(1:p,attrMag); 
% set(gca,'FontSize',18); 
% xlabel('Iteration'); 
% ylabel('Attraction'); 
 
% Calculate Mean Square Error 
difference = [swarmX swarmY] - [stuckX stuckY]; 
difference = difference.^2; 
average = mean(difference,2); 
average = mean(average,1); 
RMSE = sqrt(average); 
 
hold off 
fprintf('Simulation Complete.\nTotal Iterations:\t%d\nAverage Iteration:\t%f seconds\n',p,mean(time)); 
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APPENDIX 2: 
PHYSICAL SWARM CODE 
 
#include <hidef.h>          /* common defines and macros */ 
#include "derivative.h"     /* derivative-specific definitions */ 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
 
// Function prototypes 
void COMWRT4(unsigned char); 
void DATWRT4(unsigned char); 
void MSDelay(word iTime); 
void initSevenSegment(); 
 
void initCLOCK(); 
void initOverflowCounter(); 
void initDownCounter(); 
 
void initAD1(); 
void initAD0(); 
void initLCD(); 
void initMOTOR(); 
void forwardOneCell(); 
void INTWRT(int, int); 
void spinTheta(double, byte); 
int norm(int, int); 
 
// Global variables and constants 
int cycle_mdci, cycle_ovfi; 
int leftCounter, rightCounter, rightCount, leftCount, countAvg;  
#define LCD_DATA PORTK 
#define LCD_CTRL PORTK 
#define RS 0x01 
#define EN 0x02 
 
#define FRONT 1 
#define LEFT 0 
#define RIGHT 2 
#define MINSPEED 95 
#define MAXSPEED 55 
#define MAGNITUDE 1 
#define ACCELERATION 25 
#define SPINANGLE 38 
 
// Distances are in CM 
#define STARTX 0 
#define STARTY 0
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#define STARTA 0 
 
#define wO 1 
#define wA 20 
 
#define PI 3.14159265 
#define numPX 6 
#define numRX 6 
 
byte stepsLeft[] = {0x0c, 0x04, 0x06, 0x02, 0x03, 0x01, 0x09, 0x08};  // Forward 
byte stepsRight[] = {0xc0, 0x80, 0x90, 0x10, 0x30, 0x20, 0x60, 0x40}; // Forward      
int sensor[12][10] = {0};           // Stores sensor readings    
int memory[36] = {0};    // Stores sensor and virtual sensor average readings 
int rightDirection = 1; 
int leftDirection = 1;   
int numRSR = 0;        // Number of right steps remaining 
int numLSR = 0;       // Number of left steps remaining 
int doneSpinning = 1;      
int stepIndexLeft = 0;     // Controls rotation of left wheel 
int stepIndexRight = 0;    // Controls rotation of right wheel 
int speedLeft;         // Delay (in ms) before turning left wheel one unit 
int speedRight;        // Delay (in ms) before turning right wheel one unit 
float finalSpeed = MAXSPEED; 
int rightStepsTaken = 0, leftStepsTaken = 0; 
int index0 = 0; 
int index1 = 0; 
int ct = 0; 
byte halt = 0; 
 
// Seven seg values     0     1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9 
byte sevenSegment[] = {0x40, 0x79, 0x24, 0x30, 0x19, 0x12, 0x02, 0x78, 0x00, 0x18}; 
 
double heading = STARTA; 
double headingR = 0; 
float finalAng; 
float robotX = STARTX; 
float robotY = STARTY; 
 
void initSevenSegment() { 
 DDRH = 0xff; 
} 
 
void initOverflowCounter() {  
 cycle_ovfi = 0; 
 TSCR1 = 0x80; 
 TSCR2 = 0x87; 
 TFLG2 = 0x80; 
} 
 
void initDownCounter(){ 
 leftCounter = 0; 
 rightCounter = 0;  
 leftCount = 0; 
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 rightCount = 0; 
 countAvg = 0; 
  
 HPRIO = 0xCA; 
 
 // Initializes down counter 
 cycle_mdci = 0; 
 MCCTL = MCCTL | 0xcf; 
 MCCNT = 150;                 // 1500 = 1ms   150 = 0.1ms 
 MCCTL = MCCTL | 0xcf; 
 MCFLG = 0x80; 
} 
 
void initCLOCK(){ 
 SYNR = 0x02; 
 REFDV = 0x00; 
 
 while (!(CRGFLG & 0x08)); 
 CLKSEL = CLKSEL | 0x80; 
}    
 
// Initializes sensors 
void initAD0(){ 
 ATD0CTL2 = 0xC2; //Enable ATD0 
 ATD0CTL3 = 0x20;  //Sequence length is 4 
 ATD0CTL5 = 0x13;  //Start sequence at channel 3 
} 
 
void initAD1(){ 
 ATD1CTL2 = 0xC2;  //Enable ATD1 
 ATD1CTL3 = 0x00; //Sequence length is 8 
 ATD1CTL5 = 0x10; //Start sequence at channel 0 
}      
 
// Initializes motors 
void initMOTOR(){ 
 DDRP = 0xff; 
 PTP = 0x0f; 
 DDRB = 0xff; 
 speedLeft = MINSPEED; 
 speedRight = MINSPEED; 
 finalSpeed = MAXSPEED; 
 rightDirection = 1; 
 leftDirection = 1; 
}   
 
// Turn right 
void turnRight(){ 
    speedRight = MINSPEED; 
    speedLeft = finalSpeed;    
} 
 
// Turn left 
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void turnLeft(){ 
    speedRight = finalSpeed; 
    speedLeft = MINSPEED; 
} 
 
void spinRight(float finalAng){ 
 // SPIN 
 rightDirection = 0; 
 leftDirection = 1; 
 speedRight = 75; 
 speedLeft = 75; 
 while(heading > finalAng){} 
  
 // STOP 
 rightDirection = 1; 
  
 // STRAIGHT 
 speedRight = finalSpeed; 
 speedLeft = finalSpeed; 
} 
 
void spinLeft(float finalAng){ 
 speedRight = 75;//MAXSPEED; 
 speedLeft = 75;//MAXSPEED; 
 rightDirection = 1; 
 leftDirection = 0; 
 while(heading < finalAng){} 
 leftDirection = 1; 
} 
 
// Move forward 
void moveForward(){ 
    speedRight = finalSpeed; 
    speedLeft = finalSpeed;    
} 
 
// Initializes LCD display 
void initLCD(){  
 DDRK = 0xFF;    
 COMWRT4(0x33);   //reset sequence provided by data sheet 
 MSDelay(1); 
 COMWRT4(0x32);   //reset sequence provided by data sheet 
 MSDelay(1); 
 COMWRT4(0x28);   //Function set to four bit data length 
 //2 line, 5 x 7 dot format 
 MSDelay(1); 
 COMWRT4(0x06);  //entry mode set, increment, no shift 
 MSDelay(1); 
 COMWRT4(0x0C);  //Display set, disp on, cursor on, blink off 
 MSDelay(1); 
 COMWRT4(0x01);  //Clear display 
 MSDelay(1); 
 COMWRT4(0x80);  //set start posistion, home position 
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 MSDelay(10); 
} 
 
// Writes a command to the LCD display 
void COMWRT4(unsigned char command){ 
 unsigned char x; 
 
 x = (command & 0xF0) >> 2;         //shift high nibble to center of byte for Pk5-Pk2 
 LCD_DATA =LCD_DATA & ~0x3C;          //clear bits Pk5-Pk2 
 LCD_DATA = LCD_DATA | x;          //sends high nibble to PORTK 
 MSDelay(1); 
 LCD_CTRL = LCD_CTRL & ~RS;         //set RS to command (RS=0) 
 MSDelay(1); 
 LCD_CTRL = LCD_CTRL | EN;          //rais enable 
 MSDelay(5); 
 LCD_CTRL = LCD_CTRL & ~EN;         //Drop enable to capture command 
 MSDelay(15);                       //wait 
 
 x = (command & 0x0F) << 2;          // shift low nibble to center of byte for Pk5-Pk2 
 LCD_DATA =LCD_DATA & ~0x3C;         //clear bits Pk5-Pk2 
 LCD_DATA =LCD_DATA | x;             //send low nibble to PORTK 
 LCD_CTRL = LCD_CTRL | EN;          //rais enable 
 MSDelay(5); 
 LCD_CTRL = LCD_CTRL & ~EN;         //drop enable to capture command 
 MSDelay(15); 
} 
 
// Writes a single char to the LCD display 
void DATWRT4(unsigned char data){ 
 unsigned char x; 
 
 x = (data & 0xF0) >> 2; 
 LCD_DATA =LCD_DATA & ~0x3C;                      
 LCD_DATA = LCD_DATA | x; 
 MSDelay(1); 
 LCD_CTRL = LCD_CTRL | RS; 
 MSDelay(1); 
 LCD_CTRL = LCD_CTRL | EN; 
 MSDelay(1); 
 LCD_CTRL = LCD_CTRL & ~EN; 
 MSDelay(5); 
 
 x = (data & 0x0F)<< 2; 
 LCD_DATA =LCD_DATA & ~0x3C;                      
 LCD_DATA = LCD_DATA | x; 
 LCD_CTRL = LCD_CTRL | EN; 
 MSDelay(1); 
 LCD_CTRL = LCD_CTRL & ~EN; 
 MSDelay(15); 
} 
 
// Writes an integer to a position in the LCD display 
void INTWRT(int position, int num){  
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 byte pos[16]={0x80,0x81,0x82,0x83,0x84,0x85,0x86,0x87, 
 0xC0,0xC1,0xC2,0xC3,0xC4,0xC5,0xC6,0xC7}; 
 int index[4] = {0,5,8,13}; 
 int shift = index[position]; 
 char str[4] = ""; 
 int i; 
 
 COMWRT4(pos[shift]); 
 sprintf(str,"%d",num); 
 for (i=0; i<3; i++) { 
  if (str[i] != 0)  
   DATWRT4(str[i]); 
  else  
   DATWRT4(32); 
 } 
} 
 
// Used to delay I/O commands 
void MSDelay(word itime){ 
 word i, j; 
 for(i=0;i<itime;i++) 
 for(j=0;j<4000;j++); 
}   
 
// Rounds decimal to nearest integer 
int round(float num){ 
    int value = (int)num; 
    if (num - value >= 0.5) 
        return value + 1; 
    else 
        return value; 
} 
 
// Calculate square of a float 
float squareF(float num){ 
    return num*num; 
} 
 
// Calculate square of an int 
int squareI(int num){ 
    return num*num; 
} 
 
// Calculate average of array elements 
float avg(int *array, int size){ 
    int i = 0; 
    int sum = 0; 
    for (i = 0; i < size; i++) { 
        sum = sum + array[i]; 
    } 
    return sum/size; 
} 
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// Normalize value 
int norm(int a, int b){ 
 if (a > b) 
  return a; 
 else 
  return 0; 
} 
 
// Normalize value 
int normR(int a, int b){ 
 if (a < 0) 
  return 0; 
 else if (a > b) 
  return b; 
 else 
  return a; 
} 
 
// Main procedure 
void main(void) { 
 
 // Initialize variables 
 int i; 
 int j; 
 int index = 0; 
 float oX; 
 float oY; 
 float oM; 
 float aX; 
 float aY; 
 float aM; 
 float fX; 
 float fY; 
 float average; 
 float obstAng; 
 float finalMag; 
 float dis2goal; 
 float hError; 
 float pxAngles[6]; 
 float rxAngles[numRX]; 
  
 // Initialize sensors, LCD, and motors 
 initCLOCK(); 
 initDownCounter(); 
 initSevenSegment(); 
 initLCD();  
 initAD0(); 
 initAD1(); 
  
 initMOTOR();  
 MSDelay(100); 
 
 EnableInterrupts; 
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 // Populate pxAngles and rxAngles 
 pxAngles[0] = 0; 
 rxAngles[0] = 0; 
 for (i = 1; i < numPX; i++) 
  pxAngles[i] = ((2 * PI) / numPX) * i;  
 rxAngles[1] = PI * 1.666666667; 
  
 for (i = numPX; i < numPX + numRX; i++) 
  for (j = 0; j < 10; j++) 
   sensor[i][j] = 0; 
   
 PTH = sevenSegment[0]; 
 
 // While robot has not reached goal  
 while(1){   
   
  // Calculate obstacles vector 
  oX = 0; oY = 0; 
  for (i = 4; i < numPX; i++){ 
   average = (avg(sensor[i],10)) / 133.0; 
   oX = oX - (average * cos(pxAngles[i])); 
   oY = oY - (average * sin(pxAngles[i])); 
  } 
  oM = sqrt(squareF(oX) + squareF(oY)); 
  if (oM > 1) 
   oM = 1; 
   
  // Calculate agents vector 
  aX = 0; aY = 0; 
  for (i = 0; i < 2; i++){ 
   average = avg(sensor[6+i],10)-185; 
   if(average < 0) 
    average = 0; 
   if(average > 15) 
    average = 15; 
   average = 1 - (average / 15.0); 
   aX = aX + (average * cos(rxAngles[i])); 
   aY = aY + (average * sin(rxAngles[i])); 
  } 
 
  aM = sqrt(squareF(aX) + squareF(aY)); 
  if (aM > 1) 
   aM = 1; 
  aM = 1 - aM; 
   
  // Calculate final direction vector 
  fX = wA*aX;// + wO*oX; 
  fY = wA*aY;// + wO*oY; 
  finalAng = atan2(fY,fX) * 57.29577951; 
  finalMag = (/*oM*wO +*/ aM*wA) / (/*wO +*/ wA); 
   
  finalSpeed = MINSPEED - (finalMag * (MINSPEED-MAXSPEED)); 
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  // Steer Robot 
  hError = finalAng; 
   
  // -- Spin Left 
  if (hError > SPINANGLE || (finalAng > 0 && doneSpinning == 0)){ 
      rightDirection = 1; 
   leftDirection = -1; 
   numRSR = round(hError / 0.45); 
   numLSR = round(hError / 0.45); 
   speedLeft = 70; 
   speedRight = 70; 
   doneSpinning = 0; 
  } 
  // -- Spin Right 
  else if (hError < -SPINANGLE || (finalAng < 0 && doneSpinning == 0)){ 
      rightDirection = -1; 
   leftDirection = 1; 
   numRSR = 0 - round(hError / 0.45); 
   numLSR = 0 - round(hError / 0.45); 
   speedLeft = 70; 
   speedRight = 70; 
   doneSpinning = 0; 
  } 
  // -- Turn Left 
  else if (finalAng > 0 && doneSpinning == 1){ 
      rightDirection = 1; 
   leftDirection = 1; 
   numRSR = 1000; 
   numLSR = 1000; 
   speedLeft = round(finalSpeed + (hError / SPINANGLE) * (MINSPEED - 
finalSpeed)); 
   speedRight = round(finalSpeed); 
  } 
  // -- Turn Right 
  else if (finalAng < 0 && doneSpinning == 1){ 
      rightDirection = 1; 
   leftDirection = 1; 
   numRSR = 1000; 
   numLSR = 1000; 
   speedLeft = round(finalSpeed); 
   speedRight = round(finalSpeed + (-hError / SPINANGLE) * (MINSPEED - 
finalSpeed)); 
  } 
  // -- Move Straight Forward 
  else{ 
      rightDirection = 1; 
   leftDirection = 1; 
   numRSR = 1000; 
   numLSR = 1000; 
   speedLeft = round(finalSpeed); 
   speedRight = round(finalSpeed); 
  } 
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 } 
  
 // Terminate execution 
 halt = 1; 
 PTH = sevenSegment[1]; 
  
 // Prevent main from exiting 
    while(1){} 
} 
 
#pragma TRAP_PROC  
#pragma CODE_SEG __SHORT_SEG NON_BANKED  
 
// Modulus Down Counter Interrupt 
interrupt VectorNumber_Vtimmdcu void mdci(void) { 
 
 static int ATDtemp = 0; 
 static int rStepCount = 0; 
 static int lStepCount = 0; 
 static int i = 0; 
  
 if (halt == 1) 
  return; 
 
 MCFLG = 0x80; 
 cycle_mdci = (cycle_mdci + 1) % 200; 
 leftCounter++; 
 rightCounter++; 
 
 // Normalize right speed 
 if (speedRight > MINSPEED) 
  speedRight = MINSPEED; 
 else if (speedRight < MAXSPEED) 
  speedRight = MAXSPEED; 
  
 // Normalize left speed 
 if (speedLeft > MINSPEED) 
  speedLeft = MINSPEED; 
 else if (speedLeft < MAXSPEED) 
  speedLeft = MAXSPEED; 
 
 // Right Motor 
 if (rightCounter >= speedRight && numRSR > 0) { 
 
  PORTB = stepsRight[stepIndexRight] + stepsLeft[stepIndexLeft]; 
  rightCounter = 0; 
   
  // Forward 
  if (rightDirection == 1){ 
   rightStepsTaken++; 
   rightCount++; 
   stepIndexRight = (stepIndexRight + 1) % 8; 
   rStepCount++; 
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  } 
   
  // Backward 
  else{ 
   rightStepsTaken--; 
   stepIndexRight--; 
   rightCount--; 
   if (stepIndexRight < 0) 
    stepIndexRight = 7; 
   rStepCount--; 
  } 
  numRSR--; 
 } 
 
 // Left Motor 
 if (leftCounter >= speedLeft && numLSR > 0) { 
 
  PORTB = stepsRight[stepIndexRight] + stepsLeft[stepIndexLeft]; 
  leftCounter = 0; 
  if (leftDirection == 1){ 
   leftStepsTaken++; 
   leftCount++; 
   stepIndexLeft = (stepIndexLeft + 1) % 8; 
   lStepCount++; 
  } 
  else{ 
   leftStepsTaken--; 
   leftCount--; 
   stepIndexLeft--; 
   if (stepIndexLeft < 0) 
    stepIndexLeft = 7; 
   lStepCount--; 
  } 
  numLSR--; 
 } 
  
 if (numLSR == 0 && numRSR == 0) 
  doneSpinning = 1; 
  
 //14.961835cm per wheel rotation so 1 tick = 0.0374cm of movement 
 //Assuming 9.525cm between centers of each wheel on robot, 0.0374cm of movement results in a 
0.225 degree turn 
 //Therefore, for each tick difference between wheels, the robot has turned 0.225 degrees 
  
 heading = (rightStepsTaken - leftStepsTaken) * 0.225;  
 headingR = (heading) * 0.0174532925; // (PI * heading) / 180 
 if (cycle_mdci == 0){ 
  countAvg = (leftCount + rightCount) * 0.5; 
  robotX = robotX + (0.0369 * countAvg * cos(headingR)); 
  robotY = robotY + (0.0369 * countAvg * sin(headingR)); 
  leftCount = 0; 
  rightCount = 0;   
 } 
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 if (ATDtemp == 200){ 
   ATDtemp = 0; 
   ATD0CTL5 = 0x13; 
   ATD1CTL5 = 0x10; 
 } 
 ATDtemp++; 
} 
 
// Overflow Interrupt 
interrupt VectorNumber_Vtimovf void ovfi(void) { 
 TFLG2 = 0x80; 
 cycle_ovfi++; 
} 
 
interrupt VectorNumber_Vatd0 void atd0(void) { 
    // Read and record first 4 proximity sensor values 
    sensor[0][index0] = norm(ATD0DR0H,50); 
    sensor[1][index0] = norm(ATD0DR1H,50); 
    sensor[2][index0] = norm(ATD0DR2H,50); 
   sensor[3][index0] = norm(ATD0DR3H,50); 
    index0 = (index0 + 1) % 10; 
} 
 
interrupt VectorNumber_Vatd1 void atd1(void) { 
    // Read and record last 2 proximity sensor values and infrared receiver values 
    sensor[4][index1] = norm(ATD1DR0H,50); 
    sensor[5][index1] = norm(ATD1DR1H,50); 
    sensor[6][index1] = normR(ATD1DR2H+12,220); 
    sensor[11][index1] = normR(ATD1DR3H+10,200); 
    sensor[8][index1] = normR(200,200); 
    sensor[9][index1] = normR(200,200); 
    sensor[10][index1] = normR(200,200); 
    sensor[7][index1] = normR(ATD1DR7H-32,220); 
    index1 = (index1 + 1) % 10; 
} 
 
#pragma CODE_SEG DEFAULT 
 
